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Abstract 

Paramagnetic pyrazolylborates Tp2M 
and Tp*2M (M = Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, 
Cr, V) as well as [Tp2M]+ and [Tp*2M]+ 
(M = Fe, Cr, V) have been 
synthesized and their NMR spectra 
recorded. The 1H signal shift ranges 
vary from ~30 ppm [Cu(II) and V(III)] 
to ~220 ppm [Co(II)] and the 13C 
signal shift ranges from ~180 ppm 
[Fe(III)] to ~1150 ppm [Cr(II)]. The 11B 
and 14N shifts are ~360 ppm and ~730 ppm, respectively. Both negative and positive 
shifts have been observed for all nuclei. The narrow NMR signals of the Co(II), Fe(II), 
Fe(III), and V(III) derivatives provide resolved 13C,1H couplings. All chemical shifts 
have been calculated from first-principles calculations on a modern version of 
Kurland-McGarvey theory which includes optimized structures, zero-field splitting- 
and g-tensors, as well as signal shift contributions. Temperature dependence in the 
Fe(II) spin-crossover complex results from the equilibrium of the ground singlet and 
the excited quintet. We illustrate both the assignment and analysis capabilities, as 
well as the shortcomings of the current computational methodology. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The chemistry of poly(pyrazolyl)borate ligands is a success story with 
hydrotris(pyrazolyl)borate (Tp) at the outset.1 These ligands owe their popularity to 
often convenient syntheses, to the formation of stable, generally chelating metal-
ligand bonds such as neutral and ionic Tp2M (Figure 1a), and to the fact that the 
bonding may be tuned in a wide range by appropriately substituting the pyrazolyl 
fragments (2. generation Tp) and the boron cap (3. generation Tp).2,3,4 They bind to 
virtually all metal ions, preferably to transition metal ions which are often 
paramagnetic and thus yield a plethora of open-shell derivatives. Such 
pyrazolylborate complexes and their congeners figure as model compounds in 
bioinorganic chemistry,5,6 they have been used to fix small molecules,7,8 they may 
exhibit spin crossover,9 and they are building blocks for assembling molecular 
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magnets.10,11,12 Other promising application fields of pyrazolylborate complexes are 
catalysis13,14,15,16,17 and the incorporation into polymers,18 dendrimers,19 molecular 
machines,20 and metal-organic frameworks.21  

From the very first, these compounds have been studied by using paramagnetic 
NMR spectroscopy (pNMR)1,22,23,24 and the initial results have been compiled.25  Note 
that in the early literature the signs of pNMR signal shifts are inverted. Subsequent 
work, which shall be referred to below, is based on those findings and usually limited 
to proton NMR of Fe(II), Co(II), and Ni(II) derivatives. For three Co(II) derivatives 
Rouf, Mareš, and Vaara have tested theoretical and computational methods of 
calculating molecular properties, e.g., 1H pNMR parameters.26 Clearly, 
pyrazolylborate derivatives of many other paramagnetic ions exist or are conceivable 
and, given the diversity of this chemistry, some general questions from a pNMR point 
of view emerge: 

Which TpM-type compounds are worth investigating? 
What are the most useful nuclei? 
At what theoretical level can the spectra be reproduced? 
Do the calculated signal shifts support the signal assignment and thus the 
determination of the molecular and electronic structure? 
How are the signal shifts composed? 
 

Along these lines we have studied the parent compounds (Figure 1a) Tp2M (M = Cu, 
Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cr, and V), their monocations [Tp2M]+ (M = Fe, Cr, and V), the 
methylated analogues Tp*2M (Tp* = hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazole)borate, M = Cu, 
Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cr, and V), and [Tp*2M]+ (M = Fe, Cr, and V). The present paper 
reports the 1H, 13C, 11B, and 14N NMR spectral data and their theoretical 
interpretation. To this end, first-principles calculations according to the recently 
redressed version27,28 of the Kurland-McGarvey theory29 have been carried out. 
These computations provide the respective overall pNMR signal shifts and their 
tensorial components, as well as contributions from various physical interactions. 
Thus some basic theory will be outlined before describing the results arranged 
according to the d-electron count of the compounds. Finally, common trends of the 
series shall be discussed. Throughout this work the signal shifts are given in ppm at 
the respective measuring temperature relative to TMS (1H, 13C), BF3(OEt2) (11B), and 
MeNO2 (14N). Relevant NMR information and the syntheses of the compounds are 
described in the Supporting Information. 
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Figure 1. [Tp2V]+ a) geometry with numbering used for NMR signal assignment and 
b) calculated spin density isosurfaces with the isovalues of -0.0002 a.u. and 0.0002 
a.u. for the negative (blue) and positive (red) surfaces, respectively. In the Tp*2M 
complexes, methyl groups replace hydrogens in positions 3 and 5. 

 

 

THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL BACKGROUND 

The calculation of pNMR shieldings is based on the Kurland-McGarvey theory,29 
which utilizes the ground multiplet with 2S+1 states (S is the electron spin quantum 
number), parametrized by the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) Hamiltonian. 
The theory was presented in its correct form in the modern context by Soncini and 
Van den Heuvel,27 and analyzed using the thermal occupations of the ground 
multiplet states and “magnetic couplings” between non-degenerate states by Vaara, 
Rouf and Mareš,28 leading to the following formula for the Cartesian 𝜀𝜏-component of 
the pNMR shielding tensor for nucleus 𝐾: 

 𝜎!,#$ = 𝜎!,#$%&' −
𝜇(

𝛾!ℏ𝑘𝑇
,𝑔ℰ*〈𝑆*𝑆+〉
*+

𝐴!,+$, (1) 

where 𝜎!,#$%&' , 𝛾! and 𝐴!,+$ are the Cartesian component of the orbital shielding tensor, 
the gyromagnetic ratio and the component of the hyperfine coupling (HFC) tensor 
describing the interaction between the unpaired electron spin and the spin of the 
nucleus 𝐾, respectively; 𝑔ℰ* is the component of the g-tensor parametrizing the 
interaction of the unpaired electron with the external magnetic field. The quantities 
𝜇(, 𝑘 and 𝑇 are the Bohr magneton, Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature, 
respectively. The dyadic 〈𝑺𝑺〉 results from the effective spin operator 𝑺 as 

 
〈𝑆*𝑆+〉 =

∑ 𝑄,-⟨𝑛|𝑆*|𝑚⟩⟨𝑚|𝑆+|𝑛⟩,-

∑ exp	(−𝐸, 𝑘𝑇⁄ ),
. (2) 
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Here, 𝑄,- are elements of a symmetric matrix 

 
𝑄,- = D

exp(−𝐸, 𝑘𝑇⁄ ),																																																																		𝐸, = 𝐸-

−
𝑘𝑇

𝐸- − 𝐸,
[exp(−𝐸- 𝑘𝑇⁄ ) − exp(−𝐸, 𝑘𝑇⁄ )], 𝐸, ≠ 𝐸-

, (3) 

and |𝑛⟩, 𝐸, are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the zero-field splitting (ZFS, 
non-vanishing only for 𝑆 ≥ 1) Hamiltonian 𝑺 ⋅ 𝑫 ⋅ 𝑺 at the limit of a vanishing external 
magnetic field, 𝑫 being the ZFS tensor. 

Excited multiplets may be included to a limited extent by using the electronic 
wavefunctions and the magnetic operators coupling them directly instead of 
parametrizing the problem using the EPR Hamiltonian.30 This approach is not yet 
routinely applicable, however. 

The HFC tensor can be decomposed as31,32  

 𝑨 = 𝐴.%/𝟏 + 𝑨012 + 𝐴2.𝟏 + 𝑨012,3 + 𝑨45, (4) 

where 𝐴.%/ and 𝑨012 are the nonrelativistic isotropic contact coupling and anisotropic 
dipolar coupling tensors, 𝐴2. is the isotropic pseudocontact coupling,33 𝑨012,3 is the 
anisotropic and symmetric second dipolar term, 𝑨45 is the antisymmetric term and 𝟏 
is a 3 × 3 unit matrix. These three last contributions arise from relativistic influences 
on HFC, obtained either using perturbation theory33 or by fully relativistic 
calculation.34 Similarly, the g-tensor can be decomposed as31 

 
 𝒈 = 𝑔6𝟏 + ∆𝑔15%𝟏 + ∆𝒈S, (5) 

where 𝑔6 is the free-electron g-factor, whereas ∆𝑔15% and ∆𝒈S are the isotropic and 
anisotropic parts of the g-shift tensor, respectively. 

The chemical shift of the nucleus 𝐾, 𝛿!, is expressed as the difference between the 
isotropic pNMR shielding constant of the nucleus 𝜎!, 

 𝜎! =
𝜎!,77 + 𝜎!,88 + 𝜎!,99

3 , (6) 

where 𝜎!,## are the diagonal components of the tensor 𝝈!, and the shielding constant 
of the same isotope in a diamagnetic reference molecule, σref: 

 𝛿! = 𝜎&6: − 𝜎! . (7) 

By electronic structure calculations and the decompositions of 𝑨 and 𝒈 in Eqs. (4—
5), the isotropic shielding constant can be broken down to its physical contributions. 
Up to order 𝒪(𝛼;) in the fine structure constant 𝛼, the contributions are 
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 𝜎 = 𝜎%&' + 𝜎.%/(1) + 𝜎.%/,3(3) + 𝜎.%/,<(6) + 𝜎012(2) + 𝜎012,3(4) + 𝜎012,<(7)
+ 𝜎.,4/15%(8) + 𝜎2.(9). 

(8) 

The detailed breakdown of the various contributions to the total nuclear shielding is 
given in the Supporting Information (Table SI1). The numbers given in parentheses in 
Eq. (8) refer to the hyperfine terms given in that table and will be used in the 
discussion of the present results. In particular, the first term in Eq. (8), sorb, is referred 
to as the “chemical shift” term in the NMR literature and the leading term 1 (𝜎.%/) in 
the remaining, hyperfine shielding expansion in (8) is dictated by spin density; see 
the plot in Figure 1b) for [Tp2V]+. It should be noted in this context that the spin 
density at the nuclei cannot be assessed reliably from such plots, which better serve 
in illustrating the spatial symmetry and extent of the spin-density distribution. In 
addition, the different physical contributions to the calculated shielding constants of 
each Tp2M and Tp*2M complex are listed in the SI.  

The geometry optimization of the systems was carried out with the TURBOMOLE 
software35 using the unrestricted Kohn-Sham DFT method with the PBE0 
functional,36 the DFT-D3 BJ dispersion correction37,38 and the def2-TZVP basis set39 
on light atoms. For the metal center, the Stuttgart-type scalar relativistic effective core 
potential ECP10MDF40 was used, along with the appropriate 6s5p3d2f1g/8s7p6d2f1g 
(in the contracted/uncontracted notation) valence basis set. The optimized 
geometries are given in the Supporting Information (Tables SI2-SI22). 

The EPR parameters 𝒈, 𝑫 and 𝑨 were calculated using a previously developed, 
efficient “modus operandi”.26,34 The 𝑔- and the critical 𝑫 tensors were calculated at 
the ab initio NEVPT2 level,41,42,43 based on a state-averaged CASSCF44 
wavefunction correlating n electrons of the metal with the configuration dn in the five 
metal 3d-orbitals [CAS(n,5)]. In these calculations, the DKH-def2-TZVP basis set45 
was used on the metal and the atoms directly bonded to it, and the DKH-def2-SVP 
basis set on other atoms. This kind of locally dense basis has proven to save 
computational resources without sacrificing much accuracy. The Douglas-Kroll-Hess 
method (DKH2)46 was used to approximate scalar relativistic effects, and spin-orbit 
effects (including the picture-changed spin-orbit operator) were calculated with the 
quasidegenerate perturbation theory (QDPT) method.47 Only the spin-orbit 
contribution to the zero-field splitting was considered. The spin-spin contribution was 
determined to be small in comparison (see the Supporting Information, Table SI23). 
The computations of 𝒈 and 𝑫 were carried out with the ORCA program package.48 

Calculating the 𝑨-tensor reasonably requires considering the spin polarization of the 
core electrons. Therefore, the unrestricted DFT-based, fully relativistic four-
component matrix Dirac-Kohn-Sham (mDKS) method49 was employed using the full, 
uncontracted DKH-def2-TZVP basis set on the light atoms and the uncontracted 
Dyall-VTZ basis set50 on the metal atom. This method includes both scalar relativistic 
and spin-orbit effects variationally. Of importance is the choice of the exchange-
correlation functional, which can have a significant effect on the computed HFC. 
Here, the hybrid functional PBE036 with 25 percent exact Hartree-Fock exchange 
admixture was used. Another reasonable choice has been the PBE-40 functional, 
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which includes 40 percent exact exchange.51 The ReSpect program52 was used in 
the HFC calculations. By using the fully relativistic method for HFC we do not get the 
distinct nonrelativistic and relativistic contributions to the contact and dipolar HFC, in 
Eq. (4). Instead, the analysis of paramagnetic shifts has to be based on the rank-0, -
2, and -1 contributions to the HFC tensor, corresponding to the isotropic hyperfine 
coupling constant, the anisotropic but symmetric part of 𝑨, and the anisotropic and 
antisymmetric part, respectively. Hence, in Eq. (8), the con and con,2, as well as the 
dip and dip,2 tensors appear together. Particularly from the point of view of 
variational, infinite-order treatment of relativistic effects on HFC, we do not strictly 
limit ourselves to the 𝒪(𝛼;) terms in the shielding results presently. 

The orbital shielding term 𝜎%&' is less critical than 𝒈, 𝑫 and 𝑨, and this contribution 
was computed with the unrestricted Kohn-Sham DFT method, PBE0 functional, and 
the DKH-def2-TZVP basis set, using the Gaussian 09 software.53 

The shielding constants of the closed-shell reference compounds, 𝜎&6: in Eq. (7), 
were calculated at the corresponding PBE0/DKH-def2-TZVP level of theory as the 
orbital shielding term for the transition metal complexes, with the Gaussian 09 
program. The computed reference shieldings are tabulated in the Supporting 
Information (Table SI24). 

We discuss three of the central methodological choices in the present study, the 
choice of the exact exchange admixture in our PBE-based hybrid DFT functional, 
omission of solvent effects, and limiting the study solely to the ground multiplet. Tests 
of these choices were performed for one of the most challenging present systems, 
[Tp2Fe]+, and their results will be assessed below in connection with this system. 

The results are compiled for all the present systems in the Supporting Information, 
Tables SI25-SI27, in addition to the discussion below. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

d9, Tp2Cu, Tp*2Cu, S = 1/2. The proton NMR spectrum of Tp*2Cu (Figure 2) shows 
signals which can be assigned according to the signal widths. For molecules with 
considerable magnetic anisotropy and short distances between the metal and the 
ligand nuclei (as in this work), through-space or dipolar nuclear relaxation is a major 
contribution to the signal half width ∆𝜈=/3. Hence, as a reasonable approximation, 
∆𝜈=/3 ∝ 1 𝑟?⁄  where r is the distance between the observed nucleus and the spin 
center, here the copper atom.25,54 A comprehensive overview of the various 
relaxation sources (and pNMR in general) has recently been published by Pell et al.55 
More details relevant for the present work are given in the Supporting Information 
including the measured signal widths of all compounds (Table SI34). The distance 
sequence Cu-Me3 < Cu-Me5 (see Table SI33) entails 	∆𝜈=/3(Me3) >	∆𝜈=/3(Me5) and 
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leads to the assignment in Figure 2, while H4 appears in the same signal shift range 
as H4 of Tp2Cu.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectrum of Tp*2Cu in CDCl3 at 305 K. The calculated signal shifts 
are shown as red bars, from left: H4, Me5, BH, Me3. S = residual solvent protons, * = 
impurity.  

 

The proton spectrum of Tp2Cu (Figure SI2) suggests that the BH signal of Tp*2Cu 
coincides with that of Me3. The signal assignments agree with the calculated shifts in 
Table 1. In particular, the latter confirm the position of the BH signals and that the 
pyrazole signals H3, H4, and H5 all have positive shifts. H3 and H5 can be 
distinguished based on the calculated shifts. It turns out that the theoretical pNMR 
shifts are an important support for the study of TpCu(II) derivatives which do show 1H 
NMR signals unlike suspected previously.23 
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Table 1. Signal Shifts of Tp2Cu and Tp*2Cu. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

Tp2Cu 

δexptl (1H)a 29  23 29  -3.4 

δcalcd (1H)a 31.3  29.3 33.8  -2.4 

δcalcd (13C)b 405.0  387.8 456.4   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b = -24.3; δcalcd (11B)b = -22.9 
 δexptl (14N1) =     c  ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 337.4 

Tp*2Cu 

δexptl (1H)a  -2.3 32   1.0 -2.3 

δcalcd (1H)a  -4.1 31.6  -1.3 -2.7 

δexptl (13C)d c 32.0 c c 16.0  

δcalcd (13C)d 374.7 28.4 341.4 365.9 39.7  

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b = -28.9; δcalcd (11B)b = -31.1  
δexptl (14N1) =       e ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 294.6 

 
a 305 K. b 298 K. c Not observed. d 398 K. e Not measured. 
 
Attempts to detect 13C NMR signals of Tp2Cu and Tp*2Cu at room temperature failed. 
After increasing the temperature and thus slowing down the nuclear relaxation rate 
the signals of Me3 and Me5 were found (Figure SI3) while those of C3, C4, and C5 
could not be detected in an extended shift range. The calculations confirm the 
experimental signal shift range of Me3 and Me5 while the assignment is different 
from that suggested by the respective signal widths.  

As for 11B NMR, there is good agreement between the calculated and experimental 
shifts; for Tp2Cu Jesson et al.22,23 have reported a similar value (-26.3 ppm).  

In these doublet systems the computationally challenging ZFS interaction does not 
occur. The g-tensor is quite anisotropic and deviates a lot from the free-electron g-
factor in one of its principal components, indicating appreciable spin-orbit interaction. 
Our data (Table SI23 in SI) confirm the EPR measurements of Tp2Cu56,57 and 
Tp*2Cu58 in solid solution. Overall, the calculated shifts agree well with the 
experimental ones, being mostly slightly larger in absolute value. Ring protons 4 and 
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5 have exaggerated computed shifts by 5-6 ppm, in addition to the inverted 
assignment of Me3 and Me5 13C signals, as mentioned above. 

The hyperfine part of the total shieldings of Tp2Cu and Tp*2Cu is dominated primarily 
by the nonrelativistic contact term 1, with smaller contributions by the “con,3” term 
(term number 6) arising from g-tensor anisotropy and isotropic hyperfine coupling 
(see Tables SI28-SI30 in SI). The other physical contributions are negligible, apart 
from the slightly non-zero pseudocontact term. The orbital contributions are important 
throughout all the calculated signals, although they cancel effectively with the contact 
shift (term 1) in the special case of ring protons 3, 4 and 5. 

d8, Tp2Ni, Tp*2Ni, S = 1. In early reports on Tp2Ni the signals of H3-H5 were not 
resolved22,23 while for Tp*2Ni the BH signal was missing.23,59 Now Tp2Ni shows the 
expected four signals (Figure SI4) and the comparison with Tp*2Ni (Figure SI5) 
suggests that the BH signal of Tp*2Ni coincides with the signal of Me3. This 
conclusion is ensured by the theory and, generally, the experimental proton shifts are 
well reproduced (Table 2) except for the sequence of the closely shifted signals of 
H4/5.  
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Table 2. Signal Shifts of Tp2Ni and Tp*2Ni. 
Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

Tp2Ni 

δexptl (1H)a 39.8  48.2 50.3  -8.8 

δcalcd (1H)a 56.2  48.1 54.8  -8.0 

δexptl (13C)b 683  558 653   

δcalcd (13C)b 599.1  593.5 662.5   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)c = -34.2; δcalcd (11B)c = -25.2  
δexptl (14N1)c = 559; δcalcd (14N1)c = 507.5 

Tp*2Ni 

δexptl (1H)d  -9.0 50.8  -2.1 -9.0 

δcalcd (1H)d  -16.7 47.7  -5.6 -15.2 

δexptl (13C)e 566 0.3 462 462 31.1  

δcalcd (13C)e 509.1 20.2 506.4 470.6 49.4  

other shifts  δexptl (11B)c = -36.1; δcalcd (11B)c = -62.8 
δexptl (14N1) =       f  ; δcalcd (14N1)c = 311.1 

 
a 305 K. b 332 K. c 298 K. d 303 K. e 385 K. f Not measured. 
 

The 13C NMR signals of C3-C5 of both compounds are strongly shifted to high 
frequency (Figures 3 and SI6), those of Me3/5 far less. The signal assignment given 
in Table 2 is suggested by the signal widths. In Figure 3 the signal of Me5 is hidden 
under the methyl signal of the solvent anisole while in benzene at ambient 
temperature it appears as isolated quartet. Under the latter conditions the signals of 
C3-5 merge into the baseline.  

The theory reproduces the 1H and 13C signal shift ranges rather well. It is noteworthy 
that, similarly to the Me3/5 signals in Tp*2Cu, the calculations favor the opposite 
assignment for both H3/5 and C3/5, as compared to what is assigned by the line 
widths of Tp2Ni. 
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Figure 3. 13C NMR spectrum of Tp*2Ni in anisole at 385 K. The calculated signal 
shifts are shown as red bars, from left: C3, C4, C5, Me5, Me3. S = solvent signals.  

 

The calculated 11B NMR signal shifts of Tp2Ni and Tp*2Ni are again in accord with the 
experimental ones and for Tp2Ni the published value (-36.0 ppm)22,23 is confirmed. In 
the 14N NMR spectrum of Tp2Ni the only signal observed was assigned to N1. 
Throughout this study N2 was never detected. Actually, since N2 is the ligand atom 
closest to the metal its signal is expected to be broadened beyond the detection limit. 
The calculated shifts of N2 are in the range -11000 ppm to 23000 ppm (Table SI27) 
which would be an experimental challenge.  

The large signal widths of the spectra (Table SI34) are a consequence of the rather 
long electron relaxation times of Ni2+ ions25,54,55 which, in turn, suggests 
complementary EPR studies. However, this type of compounds exhibits zero-field 
splittings that prevent routine EPR work60 and, to our knowledge, the EPR spectra of 
Tp2Ni and Tp*2Ni have not been published so far.  

The S=1 Ni2+ systems feature ZFS with rather small D-parameters equal to -0.4 and -
2.2 cm-1 for Tp2Ni and Tp*2Ni, respectively (Table SI23), rendering the ZFS effects on 
chemical shifts rather small. These systems also feature a rather isotropic g-tensor 
with eigenvalues around 2.17-2.19. Our D and g values confirm those found for 
Tp*NiL derivatives (L=Cl, Br,61 and BH462) Similarly to the Cu-systems, an overall 
satisfactory, albeit non-quantitative agreement with experimental signals is found. 
The lack of quantitative match with experiment may be due to various model 
parameters including the DFT functional used for HFCs, as well as using a static in 
vacuo model for the calculation. 

As with the Cu complexes, the hyperfine shieldings of Tp2Ni and Tp*2Ni are 
dominated by the nonrelativistic contact term 1, with smaller contributions by the 
“con,3” term 6 (Tables SI28-SI30). Due to the presence of small ZFS, the isotropic 
shielding due to the dipolar interaction (term 2) is non-vanishing, albeit small. The 
comparatively isotropic g-tensor renders the pseudocontact term 9 small in 
comparison to the Cu systems. The orbital shieldings of corresponding nuclei in 
Tp2Ni and Tp*2Ni are rather different, which implies that there are significant orbital 
shift contributions and that the concept of “equivalent diamagnetic complex” (whose 
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orbital shieldings would be used to eliminate orbital contributions to pNMR shifts) 
may not be applicable.63 

d7, Tp2Co, Tp*2Co, S = 3/2. The proton relaxation times of Tp2Co and Tp*2Co are 
shortened by a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect64 favoring well-resolved spectra as can be 
seen in Figures 4, SI7, SI8, and SI9. Accordingly, the 1H NMR spectra of TpCo(II)-
type compounds are being recorded routinely since the first reports.22,23 The data 
listed in Table 3 show good agreement between theoretical and measured signal 
shifts. We have previously calculated the proton data of Tp2Co;26 since then the 
calculations have been improved34 by incorporating scalar relativistic effects into the 
computation of g and D by ORCA, as well as by adopting the fully relativistic mDKS 
method for the A-tensors in the ReSpect code. A bookkeeping error bearing on the 
signal assignment26 has been noted and corrected in Ref.34 and presently.  

 

Figure 4. 13C NMR spectrum of Tp2Co in anisole at 298 K, expanded range. The 
calculated signal shifts are shown as red bars, from left: C5, C4, C3.  
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Table 3. Signal Shifts of Tp2Co and Tp*2Co. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

Tp2Co 

δexptl (1H)a -105.3  40.9 91.0  116.9 

δcalcd (1H)a -93.9  38.7 97.4  129.1 

δexptl (13C)b 705  589c 820d   

δcalcd (13C)b 636.2  659.0 889.6   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b = 280; δcalcd (11B)b = 310.8  
δexptl (14N1)b = 602; δcalcd (14N1)b = 617.9 

Tp*2Co 

δexptl (1H)a  -76.4 44.1  41.8 105.5 

δcalcd (1H)a  -80.4 45.7  41.4 112.6 

δexptl (13C)a 782 -99.0 608 782 86.3  

δcalcd (13C)a 758.4 -76.1 695.1 817.8 99.9  

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b = 280; δcalcd (11B)b = 271.1 
δexptl (14N1)   e  ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 448.0  

 
a 305 K. b 298 K. c 1J(C,H) = 171 ± 5 Hz. d 1J(C,H) = 180 ± 5 Hz.  e Signal could not 
be localized in an extended range. 
 
The 13C NMR signals of Tp2Co (Figure 4) are remarkably narrow as well and show 
the 1J(C,H) coupling of C4 while it is hardly resolved for C5 and quenched for C3. 
This sequence is expected when the nuclear relaxation is determined by the metal-
nuclear distances and assures the signal assignment (see SI). No such couplings 
could be observed for Tp*2Co. Here the signals of C3-5 are identified by the signal 
shifts that are similar to the calculated shifts and to those of Tp2Co (Table 3). The 
unique criterion for distinguishing the signals of Me3/5 are the theoretical signal 
shifts. In general, the theoretical and experimental signal shifts are in accord. An 
exception is the theoretical signal sequence of C3 and C4 of Tp2Co which is opposed 
to what the experimental signal widths suggest. The approximations of the 
computational model (vide infra) can easily produce uncertainty of the present size to 
the computed shifts, however. 
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Aubagnac et al.65 have reported somewhat different 13C NMR data.66 Their signal 
assignment has not been explained and is at variance with that in Table 3. The 
calculated 11B NMR data are close to the measured ones while for Tp2Co Jesson has 
reported 254 ppm. 22,23 

Tierney et al.67  have determined Aiso(H3), Aiso(BH) and Aiso(N2) using Q- and X-band 
ENDOR spectroscopy (Table SI31). Our computed, large mDKS hyperfine coupling 
for the last nucleus agrees very well with the experiment (Table SI31).  

These S = 3/2 cobalt systems feature large spin-orbit coupling effects, manifested by 
the calculated D-parameter of ZFS equal to -110 and -102 cm-1 for Tp2Co and 
Tp*2Co, respectively, as well as the very anisotropic g-tensor with eigenvalues 
deviating substantially from the free-electron g-factor (Table SI23). Calculation of 
shifts without considering ZFS would be effectively meaningless for these systems.26 

Tierney et al.68  determined the zero-field splitting  from EPR relaxation and obtained 
|D| ~ 10 cm-1. Krzystek et al. found similar values using HFEPR spectroscopy for the 
S = 3/2 complex Co(PPh3)2Cl269 (D = -14.7 cm-1; E = 1.14 cm-1) and for a TpCo 
derivative70  (D = 7.46 cm-1; E = 1.58 cm-1). The recent THz-EPR experiments by 
Pavlov et al.71 put the D-parameter much closer to our present data, at -98.5 cm-1. As 
previously discussed,72 our computational method can overestimate the zero-field 
splitting in Co(II) systems. The NMR experiments and corresponding theoretical 
calculations are performed at around the room temperature, whereas EPR data are 
typically taken at very low temperatures, Regardless of the discrepancies with 
existing EPR data on related systems, the calculated pNMR shifts are even more 
sensitive to the quality of the hyperfine couplings than to that of the D-tensor, which 
diminishes the influence of the latter on the results. 

The breakdown of physical contributions to the pNMR shieldings of Tp2Co and 
Tp*2Co varies with the nuclear position. However, the contact, dipolar, and 
pseudocontact terms 1, 2 and 9 are often the most significant contributors, especially 
for the proton and 11B shieldings (Tables SI28-SI30). The dipolar term contributes 
large isotropic shifts solely due to the large ZFS (the “dip” shift term vanishes for 
doublet systems). The large pseudocontact term is due to the strong and anisotropic 
g-shift. 

d6, Tp2Fe, Tp*2Fe, S = 0 ⇌ 2. We begin with Tp*2Fe, which is a S = 2 compound at 
room temperature and whose 1H and 13C NMR signal shifts are much larger than 
those of Tp2Fe (Figures 5 and SI11, Table 4). 
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Figure 5 13C NMR spectrum of Tp*2Fe in toluene at 298 K. The calculated signal 
shifts are shown as red bars, from left: C3, C5, C4, Me5, Me3. S = solvent signals.  

 

The assignment of the 1H and 13C signals in Tp*2Fe follows the trend of their half 
widths (Supporting Information) and complements previous proton NMR data of 
Tp2Fe.24 In the sequence C3, C5, C4 the signals become so narrow that C4 and C5 
show one-bond C,H coupling (Figure SI12). The signal sequences are exactly 
predicted by the theory and the computed shift values are close to the experimental 
ones (Table 4). 

On the other hand, Tp2Fe undergoes spin crossover observable near ambient 
temperature, and this has first been studied by Jesson et al. using 1H NMR 
spectroscopy.24 In the context of the theoretical shifts we have repeated this work. 
The 1H (Figure SI10) and 13C NMR (Figure SI12) spectra near room temperature 
show the mean signals of rapid spin interconversion. 
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Table 4. Signal Shifts of Tp2Fe and Tp*2Fe. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

Tp2Fe 

δexptl (1H)a 13.0  12.9 8.1  -2.7 

δcalcd (1H)a 16.8  17.2 9.3  -3.4 

δexptl (13C)b 266  168c 229d   

δcalcd (13C)b 364.3  246.7 355.7   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)c = -26.4; δcalcd (11B)c =  -41.7 
δexptl (14N1)c = -126; δcalcd (14N1)c = -144.4 

Tp*2Fe 

δexptl (1H)b  39.0 47.5  12.8 -42.5 

δcalcd (1H)b  37.2 53.0  19.5 -33.8 

δexptl (13C)e 961 -30.0 520 652 0.9  

δcalcd (13C)e 963.9 -19.6 601.1 809.7 9.0  

other shifts  δexptl (11B)e = -138; δcalcd (11B)e = -118.9 
δexptl (14N1) =     f  ; δcalcd (14N1)e = -288.0 

 
a 290 K. b 305 K. c 1J(C,H) = 171 ± 3 Hz. d 1J(C,H) = 186 ± 3 Hz.   e 298 K. f Signal 
could not be localized in an extended range. 
 

The temperature series of the Tp2Fe proton shifts was calculated theoretically for the 
pure S = 2 state and measured experimentally (Figure 6). The theoretical predictions 
do not agree with experiment even qualitatively, apart from H5. Better compatibility 
with measurements was achieved through considering the high-spin/low-spin 
(HS/LS) equilibrium obtained by fitting the enthalpy gap ∆𝐻 = 𝐻3 − 𝐻@ and the 
entropy gap ∆𝑆 = 𝑆3 − 𝑆@ between the diamagnetic (S = 0) and paramagnetic (S = 2) 
states in a Boltzmann-weighted mixture, using the least-squares method. With the 
inclusion of entropy, the Boltzmann factor of the state 𝑖 assumes the form 

 𝑝A =
1
𝑍 𝑒

BC!DEF
G!
D , 

 
(9) 
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where 𝑍 = ∑ 𝑒B
"!
#$F

%!
#A  is the partition function and 𝐻 and 𝑆A are the enthalpy and 

entropy of the states involved in the spin transition. The present shielding calculations 
for both HS and LS states were fitted to the experimental temperature dependence of 
the 1H chemical shifts in Tp2Fe. The fitted parameters ∆𝐻 and ∆𝑆 obtained the values 
21.1 kJ/mol and 63.0 J/(K mol), respectively, and are in fairly good agreement with 
the experimental values of 16.1 kJ/mol and 47.7 J/(K mol)  obtained from 
temperature-dependent measurements of the magnetic susceptibility in solution.24 

 

Figure 6. Proton chemical shifts of Tp2Fe in the pure paramagnetic (S = 2, hs) state 
(dashed lines) and in a fitted, Boltzmann-weighted high-spin/low-spin equilibrium 
state (solid lines, hs/ls), along with the corresponding experimentally measured signal 
shifts. 

 

The parameters ∆𝐻 and ∆𝑆 can alternatively be fitted for each equivalent group of 
nuclei separately, as opposed to a joint fit discussed above. This approach resulted 
in an improved match of the calculated shifts with experiment as compared to the 
joint fit illustrated in Figure 6, and fit parameters in the range of 15.6 – 39.2 kJ/mol 
and 45.3 – 122.3 J/(K mol) for ∆𝐻 and ∆𝑆, respectively. 

The spin equilibrium has also been analyzed by the classical approach (for details 
see the Supporting Information) using  

𝛿!,15%.%/ = 3H&'(I)
J*DE

	𝐴15% fexp g
∆C
LE
− ∆G

L
h + 1i

B=
 , (10) 

where giso is the mean of the g-factor components, 𝛽6 is the Bohr magneton, 𝐴15% is 
the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant, and R is the universal gas constant. The 
temperature-dependent signal shifts of H4, which are least affected by through-space 
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interaction, yield DH = 24 kJ mol-1 and DS = 70 J mol-1 K-1 in good agreement with 
the theoretical result above.  

The S = 2 Tp2Fe and Tp*2Fe systems are characterized by appreciable spin-orbit 
coupling effects, as evidenced by the D-parameter of ZFS around 9 cm-1 and the g-
tensor eigenvalues deviating significantly from the free-electron g-factor (Table SI23). 
Experimental confirmation must await high-field EPR spectra, for instance, but similar 
values have been found for Fe(SO)4(H2O)4.70 The g-anisotropy is also noteworthy. All 
these aspects are less pronounced in these Fe(II) compounds than in the 
corresponding cobalt complexes, however. These features are reflected in the 
significant contribution to the 1H shielding constants by the dipolar shift (term 2, 
Tables SI28-SI30) and the “pc” term 9, which are dependent on the size of ZFS and 
g-tensor anisotropy, respectively. In the case of 13C shieldings, the leading contact 
term dominates despite the dip, pc and con,3 (terms 2, 9 and 6, respectively) 
contributions, where the last one stems from isotropic g-shift and contact hyperfine 
coupling. 

d5, [Tp2Fe]+, [Tp*2Fe]+, S = 1/2. The proton NMR spectra (Figures 7 and SI13) of 
both ions are well reproduced by the calculations (Table 5). Notably, they confirm the 
BH signal of [Tp*2Fe]+[B(C6H5)4]- appearing only as a low-frequency shoulder of the 
Me5 signal (Figure SI13). The signals of Me3 and Me5 have the same widths and 
had therefore to be assigned according to the calculated signal shifts. The 13C signal 
widths of [Tp2Fe]+ show the same trend as Tp2Fe with the nuclear relaxation being 
more favorable for [Tp2Fe]+. Thus 1J(C,H) of C4 and C5 is again visible.  

 

 

Figure 7 1H NMR spectrum of [Tp2Fe]+[PF6]- in acetone-d6 at 305 K. The calculated 
signal shifts of [Tp2Fe]+ are shown as red bars, from left: BH, H5, H4, H3. S = 
residual solvent protons, * = impurity. 
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Table 5. Signal Shifts of [Tp2Fe]+[PF6]-, [Tp*2Fe]+[B(C6H5)4]-, and [Tp*2Fe]+[PF6]-. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

[Tp2Fe]+ 

δexptl (1H)a,b -52.9  -13.2 -8.2  39.4 

δcalcd (1H)a -51.3  -10.0 -2.0  41.5 

δexptl (13C)c,b 2.5  175.8d 19.6e   

δcalcd (13C)c 34.7  -3.6 93.7   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b,f = 95.2; δcalcd (11B)f = 91.2  
δexptl (14N1) =       g  ; δcalcd (14N1)f = -419.5 

[Tp*2Fe]+ 

δexptl (1H)a,h  3.2 -11.7  37.9 36.0 

δexptl (1H)b,f  5.3 -13.0  39.5 38.5 

δcalcd (1H)f  4.3 -9.3  35.9 36.6 

δexptl (13C)c,h 12.3 -50.2 194.6 50.0 -34.0  

δexptl (13C)b,f 10.9 -49.1 195.9 i -33.1  

δcalcd (13C)f 86.3 -52.7 -25.6 122.2 -33.4  

other shifts  δexptl (11B) = 89b,f,h; δcalcd (11B)f = 83.5 
δexptl (14N1) =       g  ; δcalcd (14N1)f = -491.6 

 
a 305 K. b [PF6]- salt. c 300 K. d 1J(C,H) = 179 ± 2 Hz. e 1J(C,H) = 178 ± 2 Hz. f 298 K. 
g Not measured. h [B(C6H5)4]- salt. i Signal hidden under the signal of the solvent 
CH2Cl2 (δ = 53.8). 
 

The theoretical 13C NMR chemical shifts of the ring carbons C3, C4 and C5 in both 
[Tp2Fe]+ and [Tp*2Fe]+ correspond poorly to measured signal shifts. As stated above, 
the agreement of theory and experiment is good for the 1H and 11B nuclei, as well as 
for the methyl carbons (in [Tp*2Fe]+). The disagreement could be partially remedied 
by a reassignment of the ring carbon signals such that the shifts of C3, C4 and C5 
would correspond to nuclei C4, C5 and C3, respectively. This would bring the 
computed shifts to a qualitative, albeit far from quantitative agreement with 
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experiment, for both [Tp2Fe]+ and [Tp*2Fe]+. Such a reassignment is not supported by 
experimental linewidth information, however. To investigate other possible sources of 
this disagreement from experiment, several tests of the model were carried out.  

The HFC tensors as calculated by DFT represent a bottleneck in improving the 
accuracy of our predictions. To probe the potential influence of this error source, the 
HFCs were calculated with different proportions of exact exchange admixture in the 
DFT functional (0% corresponding to the pure PBE functional, 25% as appropriate to 
standard PBE0, 40% and 100%) for [Tp2Fe]+ chosen as the test system. As in the 
other calculations, the DKH-def2-TZVP basis set was employed, and the ZFS and g-
tensor were calculated at the NEVPT2 level of theory. The 14N nuclei were excluded 
due to lack of experimental measurements for them in this compound. The shift 
results are shown in Table 6 (see Table SI24 in SI for the corresponding reference 
shieldings with PBE, PBE-40 and PBE-100). Increasing the percentage of exact 
exchange admixture leads to a systematic change of the computed shifts in the range 
from 0% to 40%. For some signals with chemical shifts close to zero, this involves 
also a change of the sign of the shift. The shift range hence obtained may be 
considered indicative of the size of methodological error. In contrast, at 100% exact 
exchange the systematic trend in the shifts is broken, probably due to excessive spin 
contamination in this limit. Comparison with experiment indicates that for 1H and 11B, 
the choice of functional is not critically important: the shifts predicted at all exact 
exchange admixtures are well in line with measurements. While the problematic 13C 
shifts show a larger variation, the suggested assignment pattern is not changed by 
results obtained within a reasonable range of exact exchange admixture (i.e., 
excluding the 100% case). In particular, the line width-based assignment of C4 and 
C5 cannot be reproduced with any of the currently chosen functionals. 
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Table 6. Computed chemical shifts (ppm) for [Tp2Fe]+ with different proportions 
of exact exchange used in the DFT calculation of the HFC. 
Nuclear position H-3a H-4a H-5a BHa C-3b C-4b C-5b Bc 

Experimental -52.9 -13.2 -8.2 39.4 2.5 175.8 19.6 95.2 

Exact exchange: 0%  

(PBE) 
-44.4 -20.3 -3.1 37.1 -25.6 -6.6 63.0 69.6 

Exact exchange: 25%  

(PBE0) 
-51.3 -10.0 -2.0 41.5 34.7 -3.6 93.7 91.2 

Exact exchange: 40%  

(PBE-40) 
-55.8 -5.9 -3.0 43.6 79.9 -7.5 111.3 103.2 

Exact exchange: 100%  

(PBE-100) 
-65.4 18.3 -20.0 37.5 340.4 -83.6 253.1 116.2 

 

a 305 K; b 300 K; c 298 K 

As a second omitted model feature so far, explicit solvent molecules were included in 
the pNMR analysis. The ZFS and g-tensor were calculated at the CASSCF level of 
theory, and the DKH-def2-SVP basis set was used throughout due to computational 
limitations. Geometry optimization in the case of 12 solvent molecules was performed 
using the PBE functional (PBE0 was used otherwise, for structure optimization, HFCs 
and orbital shieldings), also to conserve computational resources. A calculation for 
the isolated [Tp2Fe]+ system was performed at the same level of theory and with the 
same basis set, given for comparison. The corresponding DKH-def2-SVP-quality 
reference shieldings are given in Table SI24 in SI. The results are shown in Table 7 
(the optimized geometries are given in SI, Tables SI21 and SI22, and a figure is 
shown of each case in Figure SI1). Incorporation of explicit solvation in the 
computational model improves the already qualitatively good numerical agreement 
with experiment for the 1H and 11B signals. There is a minor difference (particularly 
for 1H) between the smaller (8 solvent molecules) and larger (12) explicitly solvated 
model. Solvation influences shifts by up to around 10 ppm for 1H, and 20-30 ppm for 
13C and 11B, which is significant in detailed comparisons of theory and experiment in 
all the present systems. 
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Table 7. Computed chemical shifts (ppm) for [Tp2Fe]+ with explicit solvent 
molecules (acetone) included.  

Nuclear position H-3a H-4a H-5a BHa C-3b C-4b C-5b Bc 

Experimental -52.9 -13.2 -8.2 39.4 2.5 175.8 19.6 95.2 

No solvent -61.4 -10.9 4.8 49.5 4.7 -7.9 78.7 118.6 

8 solvent molecules -49.9 -8.7 -3.1 39.2 27.0 -15.7 92.9 90.5 

12 solvent molecules -50.0 -8.8 -3.3 40.0 32.1 -15.7 104.8 94.3 

 

a 305 K. b 300 K. c 298 K. 

As can be seen in Figure 8, the calculations involving variations of exact exchange 
admixture and explicit solvent molecules do not account for the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment for the 13C signals in [Tp2Fe]+. 

 

Figure 8. NMR chemical shifts calculated for [Tp2Fe]+ with and without explicit 
solvent molecules compared to experimental signal shifts (   ). The bars represent the 
range of in vacuo results obtained with 0%, 25%, 40% and 100% exact exchange 
admixture in the calculation of the HFC tensor. The data points without solvent (    ) 
and those with 12 solvent molecules (  ) are obtained with PBE0 (25% exact 
exchange). Calculated HFC data with the DKH-def2-TZVP basis set for in vacuo 
systems, and DKH-def2-SVP for solvated systems. 

 

Yet another possible model deficiency is to limit the investigation to the ground 
multiplet only. To assess whether this can influence the present disagreement of the 
calculated 13C shifts with experiment, a low-lying excited state 601.1 cm-1 above the 
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ground state, of the same (doublet) multiplicity as suggested by the NEVPT2 
calculation, was included by computing a Boltzmann-weighted average of the 
calculated ground-state NMR shieldings and the shieldings assigned to this excited 
multiplet. The shieldings of the excited doublet were parametrized as 𝜎6,/M. = 𝜎%&' +
𝐶/M./𝑇, with the orbital shieldings of the ground multiplet being used for 𝜎%&' and the 
𝐶/M. parameters least-squares optimized for the best fit between the Boltzmann-
weighted shifts and the measurements. The shieldings obtained in this way can be 
found in SI (Table SI32). By this ad hoc method, a very good numerical 
correspondence with experiment can be achieved. In this very approximate approach 
based on thermal occupations of the ground and excited doublets, the magnetic 
couplings28 between the states belonging to the two doublet manifolds are omitted. 
The fit results in quite large shielding constants for the C3, C4 and C5 centers in the 
excited doublet state. We have presently no means of verifying them. However, the 
conclusion remains that a low-lying excited state can, at least in principle, explain the 
difference between theory and experiment for the 13C nuclei in the [Tp2Fe]+ system. 

Back to our standard first-principles calculation for the ground doublet only, the 
physical contributions to the pNMR shieldings of [Tp2Fe]+ and [Tp*2Fe]+ are 
dominated by the contact and pseudocontact terms 1 and 9, with slight contributions 
from the “con,3” term 6 (Tables SI28-SI30). The specific dominant term varies with 
nuclear position. Both the pseudocontact and “con,3” terms obtain their significance 
from the large g-tensor anisotropy in the two systems (Table SI23). 

d5, Tp2Mn, Tp*2Mn, S = 5/2. Mn2+ ions are known to have comparably long electron 
relaxation times.54,55 Hence, near room temperature, the proton NMR spectrum of 
Tp2Mn (Figure 9, bottom) shows broad signals and only three of the expected four 
are in evidence. The theory reliably reproduces the shift range (Table 8) and 
indicates that the missing signal might be hidden under the solvent signals and 
impurities near 2 ppm. Indeed, at 379 K a higher concentrated sample uncovers 
another broad signal at 3.6 ppm (Figure 9, top) or ~4.6 ppm at 298 K. The proton 
signals of Tp*2Mn are much broader than those of Tp2Mn and they strongly overlap 
even at high temperature (Figure SI16). Actually, the theoretical shifts were essential 
for the signal assignment (Table 8).  
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Figure 9. 1H NMR spectrum of Tp2Mn in toluene-d8. Bottom: at 298 K; the calculated 
signal shifts are shown as red bars, from left: H4, H5, H3, BH. S = residual solvent 
protons, * = impurities. The spectrum deconvolution shows three signals (blue) and 
their sum (yellow). Top: at 379 K (see text).  

 

No analyzable features could be detected in the 13C NMR spectrum of Tp2Mn and the 
11B NMR signal was found to be 10% less negative than reported previously (-112 
ppm).23 

The theoretical 1H NMR shifts of Tp2Mn and Tp*2Mn are generally in good agreement 
with experiment, with the exception of H4 in Tp*2Mn, where theory overestimates the 
measured signal shift by 18 ppm.  
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Table 8. Signal Shifts of Tp2Mn and Tp*2Mn. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

Tp2Mn 

δexptl (1H)a 4.6  50.6 31.1  -3.5 

δcalcd (1H)a 14.5  58.3 27.9  -4.0 

δcalcd (13C)a 1310.7  485.3 896.8   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)a = -101; δcalcd (11B)a =  -117.4 
δexptl (14N1)   b  ; δcalcd (14N1)a = 1170.1 

Tp*2Mn 

δexptl (1H)c  18 31  20 -2 

δcalcd (1H)c  21.3 48.9  24.5 -1.1 

δcalcd (13C)a 1325.2 11.5 493.1 861.1 34.5  

other shifts  δexptl (11B)    b  ; δcalcd (11B)a = -105.9 
δexptl (14N1)   b  ; δcalcd (14N1)a = 1142.9  

 

a 298 K. b Signal could not be localized in an extended range. c 379 K.  
 
As expected from the NMR signal widths, Tp2Mn may also be studied using EPR 
spectroscopy. Thus, for a 1% solid solution in Tp2Zn at 128 K, the features of five 
spin transitions in x, y, and z directions can be observed. They yield D = 0.052 cm-1, 
E = 0.0098 cm-1, and A(55Mn) = 258 MHz.57 The computations of the ZFS and g-
tensors (Table SI23) agree with a very small spin-orbit -coupling in these systems, 
leading to minute ZFS and only modest deviation of the g-tensor from the isotropic 
free-electron value. 

Corresponding to the minor role played by the spin-orbit coupling, the paramagnetic 
parts of the shieldings of Tp2Mn and Tp*2Mn are very strongly determined by the 
contact term 1, with only very small contributions by the “dip” and “con,3” terms 2 and 
6 (Tables SI28-SI30). 

d4, Tp2Cr, Tp*2Cr, S = 2. Owing to rather narrow and well-separated signals, the 
proton NMR spectra of Tp2Cr and Tp*2Cr (Figures SI17 and SI18) can be analyzed 
straightforwardly. This is even more striking for the 13C NMR spectra (Figures 10 and 
SI19) where signals shifted more than 1100 ppm are observed without resorting to 
high temperatures. The signal assignment relies on the signal-width criterion, the 
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signal areas (Tp*2Cr), and the comparison of the respective spectra of Tp2Cr and 
Tp*2Cr. The signal shifts and half widths are collected in Tables 9 and SI34, 
respectively. An overall satisfactory agreement with 1H and 13C measurements is 
obtained in the quantum-chemical calculations. 

 

Figure 10. 13C NMR spectrum of Tp2Cr in toluene at 305 K. The calculated signal 
shifts are shown as red bars, from left: C3, C5, C4. S = solvent signal. Yellow trace: 
simulated spectrum.  
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Table 9. Signal Shifts of Tp2Cr and Tp*2Cr. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

Tp2Cr 

δexptl (1H)a -36.7  21.5 -9.9  6.4 

δcalcd (1H)a -45.8  29.7 -23.4  8.4 

δexptl (13C)a 1131  35.0 396   

δcalcd (13C)a 1287.9  -9.6 455.3   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b = -80.9; δcalcd (11B)b =  -112.5 
δexptl (14N1) =    c   ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 1055.6 

Tp*2Cr 

δexptl (1H)a  41.7 21.7  39.9 8.2 

δcalcd (1H)a  56.2 28.2  50.3 9.8 

δexptl (13C)b 1104 -25.8 16.5 422 -40.5  

δcalcd (13C)b 1255.1 -41.5 -42.0 476.3 -51.6  

other shifts  δexptl (11B) =    c   ; δcalcd (11B)b = -87.6 
δexptl (14N1) =     c  ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 1070.7 

 

a 305 K. b 298 K. c Not observed. 
 

These systems are characterized by ZFS D-parameter around -2 cm-1 and a 
comparatively small, albeit larger than in the d5 Mn systems above, deviation of the 
g-tensor from the isotropic free-electron value (Table SI23). Similarly to the Mn 
complexes, the paramagnetic shieldings of Tp2Cr and Tp*2Cr are strongly dominated 
by the contact term 1. A significant contribution to C3 is obtained from the “con,3” 
term 6 (Tables SI28- SI30). 

d3, [Tp2Cr]+[PF6]-, Tp2V, and Tp*2V, S = 3/2. Ions with d3 and S = 3/2 configuration 
such as Cr3+ and V2+ are further cases where slow electron relaxation rates lead to 
broad NMR signals.54,55 Actually, even at high temperature, the proton NMR 
spectrum of [Tp2Cr][PF6] shows only three instead of the expected four signals 
(Figure SI20). They are broad and partly overlapping; no further signal could be 
found in the range ±150 ppm. The signal assignment follows the calculated shifts, 
and Table 10 shows good agreement between theoretical and experimental data. We 
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cannot exclude that the signal of H5 coincides with the missing signal of H3. Then the 
assignment on passing to decreasing signal shifts should be BH, H4, H5/H3. 

For Tp2V, two proton signals could be identified (Figure SI21) and for Tp*2V only one. 
Again, the theoretical shifts are the only assignment criterion, and even then the 
signal of Tp*2V may belong to either H4 or BH. Here we opt for H4 because, 
generally, the signals of H4 are much narrower than those of BH (Table SI33) and 
thus, in the case of Tp*2V, the BH signal (besides those of H5 and H3) disappeared 
in the baseline. 

For the 13C NMR spectra of [Tp2Cr]+[PF6]- and Tp2V limitations similar to the proton 
spectra were met. Thus, only one signal could be detected in each case. It should be 
that of C5 as suggested by the theoretical shifts (Table 10). The measured 11B NMR 
signal shift of [Tp2Cr]+[PF6]- is in good accord with the theoretical result for [Tp2Cr]+.  

Powder EPR spectra of [Tp2Cr][PF6] at various temperatures show patterns for three 
transitions along each of the three directions in space with gzz = 1.9646 for the central 
transition. Other data are D = 0.187 cm-1 and E = 0.01 cm-1.58 The present 
calculations (Table SI23) are in good correspondence with these data. As expected, 
similar spectra were obtained for Tp*2V (10-3 molar solid solution in toluene at 4 K): 
gzz = 2.0809, D = 0.234 cm-1, E ~ 0 cm-1.58 
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Table 10. Signal Shifts of [Tp2Cr]+[PF6]-, Tp2V and Tp*2V. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

[Tp2Cr]+ 

δexptl (1H)a -45  -11.4 -45  10.9 

δcalcd (1H)a -43.8  -0.9 -35.3  8.2 

δexptl (13C)b c  c 180   

δcalcd (13C)b 640.7  -288.1 172.3   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)b = -40.3; δcalcd (11B)b =  -56.5 
δexptl (14N1) =    c   ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 244.2 

Tp2V 

δexptl (1H)d c  c -25  4.8 

δcalcd (1H)d -85.0  19.2 -45.0  11.3 

δexptl (13C)e f f f 284 f  

δcalcd (13C)e 1244.7  -250.6 316.9   

other shifts  δexptl (11B) =    f   ; δcalcd (11B)b = -155.7 
δexptl (14N1) =    c   ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 1573.7 

Tp*2V 

δexptl (1H)g  c 9.4  c c 

δcalcd (1H)g  79.6 16.8  65.2 14.6 

δcalcd (13C)b 1419.2 -121.5 -391.7 418.1 -125.7  

other shifts  δexptl (11B) =   f  ; δcalcd (11B)b = -114.9 
δexptl (14N1) =    f   ; δcalcd (14N1)b = 1606.5 

 

a 455 K. b 298 K. c Not observed. d 379 K. e 380 K. f Not measured. g 349 K. 
 

The computations of ZFS parameters and g-tensors indicate, for all the three 
systems, a small ZFS D-parameter and an isotropic g-tensor below the free-electron 
g-value (Table SI23). All of the paramagnetic shieldings of Tp2V, Tp*2V and [Tp2Cr]+ 
are dominated by the contact term 1 (with minor modification from the “con,3” term 6 
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for carbon, boron and nitrogen), as was the case with the Mn and Cr complexes 
(Tables SI28-SI30). 

d2, [Tp2V]+[B(C6H5)4]- and [Tp*2V]+[B(C6H5)4]-, S = 1. Both compounds yield 1H 
NMR spectra showing narrow signals except for those of H3 (Figures SI22 and SI23). 
The theory suggests that the BH signal of [Tp*2V]+ interferes with the signals H2'-H6' 
of [B(C6H5)4]- but this could not be assured. The assignment of the signals based on 
their widths and shifts (Table 11) differ partly from the shift calculations, which is not 
unusual given the rather small shift range. 

 

Table 11. Signal Shifts of [Tp2V]+[B(C6H5)4]- and [Tp*2V]+[B(C6H5)4]-. 

Nuclear 
position 3 Me3 4 5 Me5 BH 

[Tp2V]+ 

δexptl (1H)a -21.7  8.8 5.8  c 

δcalcd (1H)a -14.9  11.4 -5.2  -2.4 

δexptl (13C)a 540.3  -22.7b 156.9c   

δcalcd (13C)a 553.4  -35.8 161.6   

other shifts  δexptl (11B)d = -13.1; δcalcd (11B)d = -69.6 
δexptl (14N1) =    e   ; δcalcd (14N1)d = 555.6 

[Tp*2V]+ 

δexptl (1H)a  18.9 5.6  18.4 e 

δcalcd (1H)a  27.0 7.4  19.3 1.5 

δexptl (13C)d 510 -45.0 -50f 201 0.0  

δcalcd (13C)d 523.2 -39.2 -63.5 204.1 -6.0  

other shifts  δexptl (11B)d = -12.2; δcalcd (11B)d = -60.5 
δexptl (14N1) =    g   ; δcalcd (14N1)d = 777.3 

 
a 305 K. b 1J(C,H) = 180 ± 3 Hz. c 1J(C,H) = 186 ± 3 Hz.   d 298 K. e Not observed. f 
Signal partly hidden under the signal of Me3. g Not measured. 
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By contrast, for [Tp2V]+ the agreement of the theoretical and experimental 13C NMR 
result is excellent (Figure 11 and Table 11). Owing to favorable relaxation the 
coupling constants, 1J(C,H) of C4 and C5 can be observed.  

 

 

Figure 11. 13C NMR spectrum of [Tp2V]+[B(C6H5)4]- in CH2Cl2 at 305 K. * = signals of 
the anion, from left: C1′, C2′/6′, C3′/5′, C4′. The calculated signal shifts of [Tp2V]+ are 
shown as red bars, from left: C3, C5, C4. S = solvent. 

 

The 13C NMR signals of [Tp*2V]+ are considerably broader (Figure SI24 and Table 
SI34), notably those of C3 and C4. The calculated signal shifts were essential for 
identifying these signals. For the remaining signals of C5, Me3, and Me5 the 
calculated and experimental shifts are again in a very good agreement (Figure SI24 
and Table 11). On the other hand, the calculated 11B signal shifts fail to reproduce 
experimental results in [Tp2V]+ and [Tp*2V]+, with a significant disagreement in both 
cases. Spin-orbit coupling in these systems is large, as indicated by the sizable ZFS 
D-parameter at -40 and -27 cm-1 for [Tp2V]+ and [Tp*2V]+, respectively, as well as 
large and anisotropic g-shifts (Table SI23). 

The source of paramagnetic shielding of [Tp2V]+ and [Tp*2V]+ varies with nuclear 
position, with practically all the terms giving important contributions, as befitting the 
large spin-orbit coupling in these systems. The contact and pseudocontact terms 1 
and 9 are usually the most significant contributors (Tables SI28-SI30). 
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NMR FEATURES of the Tp(*)2M SERIES AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Experimental aspects. The NMR spectra of paramagnetic Tp2M derivatives provide 
valuable information when the signals are narrow enough to be recorded with routine 
spectrometer setup, in particular when the signal assignment can be assured. This 
confirms the power of pNMR, to which recent studies of paramagnetic transition 
metal complexes and organometallic compounds in solution have contributed major 
advances.73,74,75,76,77,78,7980 

The series Tp2M and Tp*2M indicate that NMR studies of Tp2M derivatives are most 
rewarding when M is Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(II), Fe(III), Cr(II), or V(III). The spectra of 
compounds with M = Cu(II), Mn(II), Cr(III), and V(II) have distinctly broader signals 
but are useful to complement the corresponding EPR spectra. Thus, the NMR 
spectra yield information on the periphery of these compounds represented by the 
nuclei 1H, 11B, 13C, and 14N, while EPR spectra would show light on the metal centers 
and the first coordination sphere. The overall magnetic resonance behavior reflects 
the different electron relaxation of such species.25,54,55 

A closer inspection reveals that, besides 1H, 13C is an important nucleus to study. 13C 
NMR spectra are expected to provide even richer information than proton spectra for 
ligands such as [TpBr3]-.81 Owing to the larger signal shift spread, 13C NMR spectra 
are usually better resolved, even though a given 13C signal is often broader than the 
corresponding proton signal. The latter finding is mainly due to the fact that the signal 
widths depend on the distance between the respective nucleus and the metal center 
(see Supporting Information). In favorable cases, comparable 1H and 13C widths are 
found; examples are Tp2Co and [Tp2Fe]+. The couplings 1J(C4,H) and 1J(C5,H) of 
Tp2Co, Tp2Fe, [Tp2Fe]+, and [Tp2V]+ correspond to those of diamagnetic TpK82 within 
the error limits. Thus, a partial alignment of the molecules in the external magnetic 
field, as observed for Tp2Co derivatives,83,84 and the known effect on 1J(C,H)85 is not 
visible under our experimental conditions. 11B and 14N attract interest when local 
magnetic moments and spin densities are concerned. When passing from Tp2M to 
Tp*2M the signal widths increase throughout the series (Table SI34). This is most 
noticeable when, due to less favorable electron spin relaxation, the signals are 
somewhat broader anyway. It can be ascribed to the molecular tumbling time 
contributing to the overall relaxation time and the fact that small molecules tumble 
faster. 

The signal assignment is significantly and efficiently supported by the theoretical 
calculations of the signal shifts. Not only does the theory confirm assignments based 
on different signal intensities and on the signal widths, often theory is the only means 
to assign a signal and thus to explore properties such as the molecular structure, 
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dynamic behavior, spin crossover, magnetic interaction, and spin delocalization as 
documented for other cases.25,54,86,87,88,89,90 

Computational accuracy. Although qualitative match between theory and 
experiment is obtained and aids in the assignment of signals, the computations 
reproduce experimental spectra quantitatively only on occasion. There are several 
factors that may contribute to this. Deficiencies in basis sets and the choice of the 
DFT functional can impact, in particular, the hyperfine coupling tensors. Zero-field 
splitting and the g-tensor, which are presently calculated using ab initio methods, are 
currently less sensitive to computational choices within that realm. Solvation effects 
were generally neglected presently, including the interactions between the charged 
molecules and their counterions. The effects of explicit solvent molecules were 
studied for [Tp2Fe]+. Intramolecular dynamics were likewise ignored. The restriction 
of the used pNMR formalism to the ground-state multiplet, parameterized by EPR 
parameters, may cause severe errors with molecules containing low-lying excited 
states, as was hinted at by the study done with [Tp2Fe]+. For this system it is notable 
that reassignment of the experimental 13C shifts would re-establish qualitative 
agreement of the present calculations with experiment, at least when the variation of 
the computational results with the DFT functional employed in HFC calculations is 
taken into account. Such a reassignment would not be in line with the experimental 
linewidth information, however. 

In the case of the spin-crossover system Tp2Fe, consideration of both the 
diamagnetic singlet (S = 0) state and the paramagnetic quintet (S = 2) state was 
required to explain the experimental temperature dependence of 1H chemical shifts. 
A Boltzmann-weighted mixture of the states with the inclusion of entropy achieved 
qualitative agreement with the experimental temperature dependence of 1H shifts. 

The impact of electron correlation on the accuracy of computed EPR parameters 
bears further discussion. In previous studies26,28,34 involving the calculation of the 
ZFS and the g-tensor at the CASSCF/NEVPT2 level, correlating the metal 3d-orbitals 
has been found to work reasonably well for the purpose of estimating pNMR 
shieldings. However, this choice of active orbitals is a compromise and leads to, for 
instance, overestimation of the D-parameter. The impact of inaccuracies in ab initio 
calculations of g and ZFS on the calculated pNMR shifts is minor, however, in 
comparison with the quality of the HFC data by DFT.91 

Another important point to consider is the sensitivity of hyperfine couplings to the 
choice of DFT functional. As seen previously,51,92,93, the amount of exact exchange 
admixture in hybrid functionals is a significant factor affecting the accuracy of results. 
A common choice is the PBE0 functional with 25 percent exact exchange, primarily 
used in this study. Although it is often possible to gain good compatibility with 
experiment for a certain nucleus in a certain molecule by empirically optimizing the 
portion of exact exchange, it has so far proven impossible to find a good “universal” 
value for the exact exchange parameter that would systematically improve results 
across the board.  
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The series of transition-metal pyrazolylborate systems represents a wide range of 
different physical situations arising from the electronic structure of the metal centers. 
The present computations allow a detailed investigation of the microscopic 
mechanisms behind the observed pNMR chemical shifts. A general finding is that the 
systems with significant spin-orbit coupling effects, evidenced by the large deviation 
of the g-tensor from the free-electron g-factor, a large anisotropy of the g-tensor, as 
well as a significant value of the D-parameter of ZFS, are characterized by large shift 
contributions other than the contact shift. Such contributions include the 
pseudocontact shift (term 9, Table SI1), involving the dipolar HFC and the anisotropy 
of g, as well as the leading-order dipolar shift (term 2), which only contributes to the 
isotropic shielding due to the ZFS interaction.94 

A summary comparison of 128 pairs of experimental and theoretical signal shifts is 
shown in Figure 12. According to linear regression (𝛿.4N.0 = 1.061	𝛿6O2PN, R = 0.9947) 
the best-fit line passes through the origin and its slope is virtually one. There is some 
data point scatter, notably in the regions 200 to 300 ppm and 550 to 700 ppm, but the 
overall result encourages further work. 

 

Figure 12. Plot of the calculated versus experimental 1H, 11B, 13C, and 14N NMR 
signal shifts of the series Tp2M, Tp*2M, [Tp2M]+, and [Tp*2M]+ except for the 13C data 
of [Tp(*)2Fe]+ discussed above. 
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SYNOPSIS 

The large 1H, 13C, 11B, and 14N NMR signal shifts of paramagnetic complexes with 
popular Tp ligands are reproduced by first-principles calculations. This supports the 
signal assignment and thus efficient characterization of the compounds. Hints to 
best-suited central-metal ions and NMR nuclei as well as information on underlying g 
factors, zero-field splittings, and structures are provided. The spin crossover of Tp2Fe 
is analyzed. 
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